Historic Assynt
Heritage Trails

Welcome to Assynt
Assynt is not only a spectacular landscape worth walking in for the views alone,
it is also full of fascination. In 2012, a group of local people, led by Historic
Assynt, set about creating five trails to encourage people to step beyond some of
the most well-trodden paths and find out more about Assynt's heritage. We use
the term 'heritage' in its broadest possible sense, and these walks encompass
geology, archaeology, history, wildlife, Gaelic placenames and literature.
This is a lived-in, well-loved landscape and we hope you will enjoy exploring
some of its heritage on these walks. Please be respectful of the people and
livestock who inhabit the land, and take care of your safety. These trails all go
well off the beaten or built paths, and some involve crossing fences, streams or
rough ground. Some navigation skills will be helpful. Given Assynt's weather,
we recommend stout waterproof footwear - wellies are ideal!
We welcome feedback on these maps and trail instructions. If you have any
comments please email gsassynt@gmail.com.

Cover: John Home’s 1774 map of the farms of Inchnadamph.
Reproduced by permission of The Sutherland Estate & The National Library of Scotland
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Clachtoll Heritage Trail
Walking Instructions

From the Clachtoll beach car park 1 head towards the split rock. Walk down the boardwalk
from the signboard, across the beach, over the stream, and up the other side. The easiest
route is through the gate, along the fence and back over the stile. Keeping to the seaward side
of the croft, across the blown sand, follow as best you can the old dyke running southwest.
At the end of the dyke at the southern cliff top, to the right of the big boulder there is a blow
hole 2 . Beyond the boulder is the split rock 3 .
Head back to the car park 1 , across corrugated cultivation ridges, known as lazy beds. Cross
the beach, go back up the board walk and turn left to the white cottage to the north west,
which is the Salmon Bothy 4 .
From the bothy head north to the walled croft. To the seaward side of the wall is the Norman
MacLeod Memorial 5 . Through the gate follow the Coastal Walk signs for the broch,
through a second very narrow green gate on the right, across the sports field and through
two more gates. On top of the ridge is a dragon-tooth wall and, keeping the wall a bit on
your left, down towards the lochan is a cist (66 .
Skirt the boggy pool to the seaward side and head along the shore towards the houses on the
skyline. The profile of a huge mound of stones will gradually reveal itself to the north. This
is a broch 7 . Notice the various dykes marking out relatively modern fields. The easiest
approach to the broch is to landward. On the north side there is a triangular stone over the
entrance.
Return southwards, retracing your route back to the dragon-tooth wall. To the seaward side
of the wall, by a big ice-carried gneiss boulder, there is a good bird-watching spot with a very
dramatic view of the bedding planes. To complete the trail, walk back through the croft to
the car park (1).
1
Approximate length: 2 hours.

5

Clachtoll Heritage Trail
Begin your walk from the car park

In Gaelic, clach means stone, and toll means hole. The iconic split rock to the south is one of the
possible sources of the township's name. Or perhaps the blow hole close by it is the real clachtoll?
While you enjoy this walk, notice some of the other animals who share this land. Look out for otter
spraint posts: bright green mounds often with recent scat or bones on top. This is an excellent
birdwatching spot, so keep your eyes peeled. The lochan and boggy area in Clachtoll is an important
nesting site for birds including lapwings. Grey lag and pink footed geese graze among the sheep and
in the winter Golden Plover move here from the mountains. You may well also see a range of sea birds
including gannets, divers and eider ducks.
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roar of waves and feel the air gusting from a cave

these stones in the wall?

from the beach is not only an old croft boundary. It
stands on the boundary between some of the oldest
rocks in the world, the grey 3 billion year-old
Lewissian gneiss that dominates the land to the east,
and the red Torridonian sandstone, a mere billion
years old, lying to the west. Can you spot both of

From the seaward end of the dyke look across to the east and just above the shoreline notice the big
it formed, what is now north America was still connected to this land. All this sandstone was formed
from erosion of a huge mountain range, called the Granville mountains, just to the west of here.
Imagine, instead of the sea, peaks and crags, steep gullies and ravines carrying snowmelt and
sediment into great lakes and, over millions of years, laying down the sand that hardened into these
rocks.
To the west you can clearly see, to the north of the split rock, the bedding planes that were once lake
beds and notice how, since they were laid down, the land has tilted to quite a steep angle.
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Split Rock
wet conditions, so do not go up there unless you are
stone that has been heated to extremely high
temperatures, partially melted and fused.
Archaeologists are uncertain what might have been
going on up there. A beacon? A lookout? A

stone sites, is likely to date back to somewhere between 3000 and 1500 years ago.
During this Iron Age period the people who lived in Assynt had a strongly maritime culture and they
have left many substantially built structures around the coast. Right up until the present day the sea
products, from seal blubber for oil to walrus and whale bone for tools. But in the Iron Age and the
early Middle Ages approaching boats could also mean raiders and this might partially explain part
the need for such strongly defended buildings. Boats were the primary form of transport here for
thousands of years, the inland road connections being a very modern development.
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The Salmon Bothy

The salmon bothy was formerly used by fishermen
and is now a small museum, open in the summer
season. Stop there for some insights into how local
livelihoods have been anchored in the sea.
On the way back from the split rock you crossed
corrugated cultivation ridges, known most
inappropriately as lazy beds. These particular beds
were in use up until a century or so ago, but they are
just the most recent manifestation of centuries, even millennia of hard agricultural labour. Again the
ocean is important, with the soil being sweetened by shell sand and fertilised by countless thousands
of baskets of seaweed.
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The Norman MacLeod
Memorial
This marble stone commemorates Norman
Macleod, whose congregation sailed to new lives in
the antipodes in the cruel years of the early
nineteenth century. You can find out more about
them in Stoer Village Hall.
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Borralan and other inland areas).

The Dragontooth Wall and
cist
The dragon-tooth wall may date back as far as the
Bronze Age (4000-3000 years ago). Close by it is a
cluster of flat-lying stones, which could be a burial
cist, probably also from the Bronze Age. Up until
this period, people were buried in collective tombs
(such as the Neolithic chambered cairns at Ledbeg,

The cist is a grave of a single person and archaeologists suggest that this makes this period the start of
the 'cult of the individual'.
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Clachtoll Broch

The broch was once a double-walled cooling-tower
shaped building. From the amount of rubble left
inside we know it was up to 14 metres (40 feet) tall,
and it must have been hugely impressive both on
land and to anyone approaching by sea. There are
similar buildings on the Outer Hebrides, (which
you may be able to see to the west across the
Minch), along the north coast and up through
Orkney and Shetland, so we know that the broch
builders were part of an interconnected maritime society.
You can explore the broch, but take care! The ruin is fragile. Within the entrance passage, on each
side there are small chambers between the walls. Although the inside of the broch is full of rubble,
you can get a sense of what it may have been like by going to the seaward side of the broch and
climbing into the interior. A scarcement ledge runs west from the entrance passage, which would
have run right around the inner circumference of the broch supporting the first floor or possibly a
kind of mezzanine.
The broch has been investigated by archaeologists, who found remains of an interior hazel wood
ceiling or floor, which has been dated to around 2000 years ago, so we know that the broch is at least
that old. We also know from the way the rubble is lying that it must have fallen in a catastrophic
collapse, and from charcoal remains, mostly likely involving fire. Imagine marauders from across the
Minch perhaps? Or a gang of Iron Age rioters coming to raid the house of the richest family in the
area! Or perhaps the inhabitants decided to move on and burnt their house to leave nothing for those
who came after them. Sadly the most likely explanation is unstable foundations built on steeply
sloping bedrock which gave way and brought the whole Broch tower crashing down. We don't know
what lies under the rubble but, as it has not been disturbed since the Iron Age, if it were excavated it
could reveal fascinating secrets of the lives of the broch-dwellers, and the full story of the building’s
dramatic end.
Looking north you can see Stoer, its clustered houses reflecting a pre-clearance pattern of rural
settlement when everyone lived close together and worked together in the township’s surrounding
fields. Clachtoll is more typical of a later crofting township – the old common fields divided into
individual - narrow strips of land down to the shore, hence all the fences. Each croft had its own
house. Stoer too has crofts, but its people never quite got round to moving their homes – in spite of
being ordered to do so by the Sutherland estate!
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Cnoc nan Each Heritage Trail
Walking Instructions

From the Glencanisp Road walkers' car park 1 , take the path south down to and over the
bridge and follow it into the woods along the side of Loch Druim Suardhalain. Walk 400m
through the woods on the south of the loch. Just beyond the woods there is a small quarry
on the right hand side (2).
2 From the edge of the woods, carry on along the track for another
400m to the ruins of a settlement, and on to the shepherd's house (3).
3
Keep walking past the house and through the fence, and continue going in the same
southwesterly direction, a little uphill, where a faint track runs along the right hand side of
the flat boggy area. The path from this point on is poor and very wet underfoot. Take note
of where it passes an old water tank, and get your bearings here (4).
4
About 100 metres south of the water tank the path branches. Do not take the right hand
fork, which veers west. Follow the left hand path that swings south east and off up towards
the brackeny slope to the south, with a stone and turf dyke. Head for the green platform
within this enclosure, which may once have been a bronze age round house (5).
5
Keep heading south along the top side of the mounded enclosure. This path was once the
main route to the next habitation, Bad na Muireachan. On the left there is a small square
shelter, probably a barn, and a strange short bit of fence, perhaps for hanging hay. What do
you think this was used for?
Continue on up, across the little burn to another ruined building (6).
6
Retrace your steps back past the round house all the way to the water tank, then turn left and
climb up the steep brackeny slope between the whins (gorse bushes). The path is weak. It
passes through a short stretch of wall and near the top of the hill on the right there is the first
of several footings of buildings from the pre-clearance settlement (7).
7 Follow the contour
along the edge of the hill through the whins to the ruins of two more pre-clearance houses.
Walk down to cross the fence and continue down the brackeny slope to the shepherd's house
(3)
3 to rejoin the path back to the car park (1).
1
Approximate length: 2 hours.
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Cnoc Nan Each Heritage Trail
Begin your walk from the car park

Mountain masala
Suilven squats like an elephant,
like that pachydermous-snouted Hindu god Ganesh.
Ravens offer themselves up.
Basmati sheep are scattered on Cnocnaneach.
Saffron gorse simmers in sun, smelling spicy.
Cloud mahouts congregate,
cooking up a storm.

- Mandy Haggith
- Mandy Haggith

Welcome to Assynt's community land! On the north side of the loch hidden among trees is
Glencanisp Lodge, which, along with 44,000 acres of land, belongs to the local community charity,
Assynt Foundation, since the community buyout in 2005. The community land includes the
mountains of Canisp, Suilven, Cul Mor and Cul Beag. Not surprisingly this landscape is often
represented in art, including poetry. Norman MacCaig, celebrated 20th century poet, captured it in
many poems such as Looking Down on Glencanisp.
The woods and the settlement beyond are called Cnocnaneach, meaning Hill (cnoc) of the (nan)
Horses (each). What may appear at first sight like wild land is in fact common grazings, and the
woods show clear signs of having been productive in the not-too-distant past. Look particularly for
multi-stemmed 'bundle-of-sticks' hazels which will have been coppiced to produce material for
hurdles and creels. The paint spots on trees and rocks mark off-road cycle trails and show that the
wood is an important recreational site for local young folk.
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Quarry
In the quarry you can see that the ground has a thin
layer of peat over thick glacial deposits including
water- or ice-worn boulders.

The Shepherd’s House

The remains of a building are clear to the left of the
path, just before the shepherd's house, and over the
burn there are several remnants of houses - the
stones of which are mossy and partly hidden by
bracken. You will get a clearer view of them later.
The shepherd's house was built in 1870, abandoned
in the 1970s and is now inhabited only by sheep.
Take care, it is in a state of collapse and shouldn't be
approached too closely. Notice the larder out the back, with its stone shelves.

1

4

The Water Tank
Get your bearings at the water tank! If the cloud is
not down you can see Suilven to the east. Look
south across the bog to the large brackeny patch of
ground on the slope, where you can see ruins quite
clearly enclosed by a large circular stone and turf
dyke, which is the next stop.

Several thousand years ago this flat boggy area was probably a small loch with good pasture along its
shores. It could also have served as a water meadow if, during the winter months, the stream was
dammed to flood the loch margins to encourage earlier spring growth of grass, reducing the winter
feed needed for livestock.
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Bronze age round house

Several remains of round houses, most likely from
the bronze age (3-4000 years ago), have been found
in this area. They would have probably had a single
doorway within low walls of stone, and a low
conical or trilby hat-shaped roof of heather thatch
and turf. If the enclosure originated at the same
time as the house then it may have seasonally
excluded animals from a crop area, or brought them
nearby to the house for easier winter feeding and protection from predators.
From the round house, there is a splendid view north across the water meadow to Quinag in the
north. Canisp pokes its head over the north east brow. Imagine the smell of woodsmoke (the
landscape would have been much more wooded in the past) and the sounds of several families and
their cattle, pigs, ducks and geese.

1

6

It certainly has magnificent views.

Ruined house
This ruined house has a fairly large compartment to
the south, perhaps for cattle and horses. It is much
too substantial to be a summer shieling hut and was
therefore likely to have been dwelt in year round. It
may well be a 19th century house associated with
the enclosure and barn, but may also have served as
an inn, giving hospitality to passing travellers on the
road to Bad na Muireachan.
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Pre-Clearance settlement
ruins

The first ruin you encounter is the footing of a small
shieling hut or barn, probably used up until the
clearances. From here you can look down on the
shepherd's house. From the footings a bit further on
you overlook the barely visible ruins of the
pre-clearance settlement we saw earlier on the far
side of the burn opposite and a little to the left of
the Shepherd’s house. Its also possible to make out several roughly circular enclosures, some of which
may have started life as bronze age houses, and more recently re-used as kale yards (vegetable
patches), or stock enclosures.
If you are keen, rather than dropping straight down to the shepherd's house, if you follow the
contour you may discover other enigmatic stone structures and platforms, including some that are
likely to be other bronze age round houses. It is clear that this has been a substantially inhabited
landscape, despite its current vacant state, and for many centuries, the Hill of the Horses was
someone's home.
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Eadar a' Chalder Heritage Trail
Walking Instructions

From Ardvreck Castle car park (1)
1 head north-north-west along the road for a few yards
until you are opposite a gated track on the right. Take care crossing the road and go through
the gate and up the track.
Walk up the path about 200 metres from the gate. In the stream gully to the left there are
some trees, and before you pass the ivy-covered tree and holly, you should turn right, off the
path up a slope. Within 100 metres of the path, note the footing of a small building on the
left (2)
2 as you walk towards the clearly visible ruined tacksman's house (3)
3 with pointed
eaves still standing with a hole in one end.
Leave this settlement from the diagonally opposite corner of the enclosure from the big
house, heading east-south-east uphill. On the first ridge you can look south east to the
tree-lined ravine of the river, the Allt an Chalder Mor. Facing towards the river, you are now
in a small glen with a dyke running down its length. Walk down to a very ambiguous stone
feature between the ridge and the wall (4).
4 On the other side of the wall and a few metres
further towards the river is a possible bronze age cist (5).
5
Follow the wall down, and you will come across more buildings closer to the river, including
a structure built into the dyke (6).
6 Keep up above the river as it jack-knifes, contouring
south to another ruin overlooking the river (7).
7 Carry on, above the ravine, following the
river down to the loch. Take care crossing the road and return to the car park (1).
1
Approximate length: 1.5 hours.
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Eadar a' Chalder Heritage Trail

Begin your walk from Ardvreck Castle car park

After crossing the road, you may want to take a diversion to the flat area between the stream and the
road, where there is a massive grinding stone. This was used in a limestone mill for crushing the rock.
The ground limestone was probably used elsewhere for sweetening acid soil.
The presence of this mill is an indication of the underlying geology of all the ground covered in this
trail, which has made it some of the best grazing ground in Assynt and thus the heart of political and
social struggle for power. The limestone was laid down as deposits, rich in marine life, in an ancient
shallow sea, and these calcarious deposits make the soil slightly alkaline and good for sweet grasses.
This is in stark contrast to most of the rest of the parish, where the soils are acidic, peaty and provide
poor, rough grazing.
Look across the loch to Ben Garbh, where you can see clearly the two other main kinds of rock in
Assynt. The lower part of the hill is rough and lumpy. This is Lewisian gneiss, some of the oldest rock
in the world, made from the earth's core up to three billion years ago, not that long, geologically
speaking, after the planet itself was formed. The upper part of the hill is clearly formed of horizontal
bands of a more even rock. This is Torridonian sandstone, formed from sediments in freshwater lochs
around a billion years ago. The limestone under your feet is a mere half billion years old - relatively
young, at least to geologists.
On this side of the loch, the geology is very complex, because it is the zone that crumpled when the
Iepetus sea closed up between Assynt (which was at that time joined onto a continent that is now
North America) and the European continent. This collision built the Caledonian mountains, the
18

stumps of which are all that remain of a range that was then of Himalayan proportions but has since
over the world come here to gain understanding of plate tectonics and other geological forces.
pieces and shunted over each other, like a pack of cards, known as an imbricate structure. We will
cross some of these layers on this walk, so beware that the landscape can be a bit confusing.

1

2

Poor house ruin
poor subtenant’s house and dates back at least to the
mid eighteenth century. It had fallen out of use
before the area was mapped in 1774 and may be
much older, although subtenants were still living in
similar houses into the 19th century.

1

3

Ruins of a tacksman’s
house
Alexander MacKenzie who rented Eddrachalda
Farm from the Sutherland estate and controlled the
land inhabited by several other families. It is notable
for the signs that remain of sophisticated masonry
including recessed windows, lime mortar, corner

Beyond it to the south east are several ruins that are clearly built of the local stone, with more
purpose unknown, but probably a kale yard or seasonal animal enclosure. Just to the north east of the
enclosure a cluster of ruins on a higher terrace may include the remains of an earlier farmhouse – a
long rectangular structure with sharply angled corners and space for livestock at one end.
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Enigmatic ruin
Archaeologists are uncertain what this structure
may be, but it seems to include animal pens and a
larger oval structure. It might possibly have started
out as a round house which was then converted for
multiple purposes over the centuries.

Chalda
the Calder, and calder is ambiguous, possibly
coming from the norse for cold water (Would the source of the water in limestone caves upstream
cause this water to be notably colder than any other burns in Assynt?), or maybe from an older Gaelic
term concerning domestic animals. Whatever its origin, to the north there is the Allt an Chalda
Beag, the small river of the Calder, so this area's name, Eadar a' Chalda means 'between the Calders'.

5

Cist
remains of a bronze age cist, which would once
probably have had a cairn over it (most of which is
presumably now in the wall).
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Ruin on a dyke

7

Ruin overlooking river

This ruin in the dyke was mapped in 1774 and may
have been a subtenant’s house. This is a beautiful
stretch of river, the sound of which, in spate, is
thrilling. There is a wealth of tree species in the
ravine, including holly and elm, and it has been a
refuge from grazing animals for thousands of years.
As you walk on, see if you can spot trees among the
grass, as the woodland is trying to regenerate now
that grazing levels are lower than they have been in the past.

1

This house or outbuilding with possible small kale
yard or livestock enclosure was also mapped in
1774, and would have been inhabited by some of
the poorer people in the area. In this hinterland,
you have seen some traces of the society and land
uses on which the wealth of the owners of the castle
and Calda House were built.
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Kirkton Heritage Trail
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Kirkton Heritage Trail
Walking Instructions

Start from the second parking layby north of Inchnadamph, which looks down the length
1
2nd
Castle and Calda House car park). Take care crossing the road and walk towards
Inchnadamph a few metres and cross the barbed-wire fence on the right hand side of the
fence (to avoid the wettest ground, walk towards the waterfall. At the bottom of the
waterfall, turn right up the slope and you will soon come to a complex of ruins of the
settlement of Kirkton 2 .
high peak of Connival in the distance. Turn right after about 25 metres, and about 30 metres
towards Connival, eastwards and up somewhat. You will pass a singular dark stone with a
green cap, and then, on a terrace running south east, reach another couple of houses within
a banked enclosure 3 .
Turning north, head up the small valley behind the enclosure, over the ridge and down to
the braided burn (stream), keeping to the right of the massive boulder. Turn right, east up
the glen. About 100 metres up the stream you will reach one of several burnt mounds 4 .
Now carry on east towards the new turreted lodge. Go through the wall and continue
towards the drive. At the lodge driveway turn right and about 100 metres down the track,
just before it dips downhill, on the left hand side are the circular traces of a bronze age round
house 5 . Continue down the track toward Inchnadamph until it goes through a substantial
stone dyke. Just beyond it turn right and follow the dyke. At the corner go through a break
in the wall and carry on in the same direction, contouring below the crag on your right.
Keep heading towards the high peak of Quinag and you will eventually return to the ruined
houses and the waterfall. Walk down the slope to the base of the waterfall and back to the
layby 1 .
Approximate length: 1.5 hours.
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Kirkton Heritage Trail

Begin your walk from the car park

On the crag opposite the car park, notice that there are bands of light and dark grey limestone.
Originally (400 million or so years ago) these were laid down in just two horizontal layers, one light,
one dark, but the crashing together of the continents broke the rock up, like cutting a tray of
two-layered baking, and shunted the pieces on top of each other. If you look up at the holly tree in
the crag you can clearly see the extreme angle that the layers are now lying at as a result.v

1

2

Pre-Clearance settlement

Kirkton was cleared of people in the early 1800s.
Twenty-eight families were forced out of their
homes here and sent to live on coastal crofts, to
make way for sheep ranching. All of these houses
would have been turf roofed without windows. The
first buildings you encounter are a ruined barn and
the remains of a long low dwelling house, with a
doorway on its long north side. To the west end the family would have kept their cattle, living in the
eastern end of the building. There is another house to the south.
24
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Ruins with banked
enclosure

This big banked enclosure was possibly a kaleyard,
or a place to keep animals from straying, but it is
notable within this settlement as the only houses
within a surrounding dyke. Mostly the land would
have been used in common, but this area was clearly for the use of one family. We do not know how
long people lived here in Kirkton, but it was probably for many centuries and perhaps all the way
back to the bronze age, four thousand or so years ago.

1

4

Burnt mounds

Burnt mounds usually consist of two low humps, in
a roughly crescent shape, and in the dip between
them a water trough is often found. The humps are
made of stones discarded after splitting as a result of
being heated in a fire and used to heat the water in
the trough. They mostly date back to the bronze age
but their function is mysterious: perhaps they were
used for bathing or something akin to saunas and
sweat lodges, for feasting, processing of wool or hides, beer making or rituals and ceremonies
associated with initiation or birthing.
The mounds in this glen are fairly small and are all opposite springs. Because the underlying rock is
limestone, the route of water courses underground changes over time and so they will have emerged
in different spots as the centuries past. Perhaps this is why there are several mounds. We can guess
that these springs may well have had magical or spiritual significance, and they certainly provide a
source of pure water. Maybe the mounds were used for ritual bathing, or as birthing sites or maybe
these were a version of saunas or sweat lodges.
A second mound is about 25 metres further on and a third, bigger, mound a bit further again. In this
third mound the space for the water tank is more clearly visible (though four thousand years of time
passing means that you do have to use your imagination here). The glen is rich in herbs that grow on
limestone, many of which, like selfheal and eyebright, have medicinal uses. Imagine a tent structure
over the mound, a steaming tank of hot water in the dip and a shaman or medicine woman inside
brewing herbs (or beer!).
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Bronze age round house
known as a hut circle, of likely bronze age period- so
perhaps the people who used the burnt mounds
lived here. It would have probably had low walls of
stone and turf, a thatched roof, a central hearth and
partitioned spaces around the circumference for
sleeping, keeping livestock and other purposes.

late stone age remains close to here. If you look east towards the mountains, down the glen there is a
tree is a neolithic chambered cairn.
On up the glen there are caves, which would have provided shelter to the earliest people to live in this
area after the ice age. If you are interested there are accessible caves beyond Inchnadamph, known as
the bone caves, where the signs of early people have been found, as well as bones of bears, lynx,
the Traligil, which means Valley of the Trolls. It is probably a Norse name, but we suspect that the
trolls were here long before the Vikings came!
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Ledbeg Heritage Trail
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Ledbeg Heritage Trail
Walking Instructions

waterproof boots are essential. Start this walk either where the Ledbeg quarry track meets the
road (1),
1 or at Ledbeg House (2).
2 If starting from the quarry road, head south towards
easiest (and least muddy) way to start this walk is to cross the fence on the right of the track
half way between the bridge and the house, close to the old water tank, and from there head
west towards and through the gate in the deer fence.
unmarked, but there is a faint path following the contour around the base of the hillock to
the right.
Notice the paps of Cul Mor peeping over the skyline. To the south you can see clearly the
lower double tipped hill, which is where you are heading. There are chambered cairns on
both tips. Keep following the contour. You will cross a small water course. Keep heading
towards the cairns over a small rise. About 150 metres before the cairns, you reach a
drainage ditch. Turn right and follow it north. Lying among the rushes is the Badger Stone
3
(aka the Ledbeg Lady).
Walk towards and up onto the low hill with the exposed stones of the cairns (4)
4 to the south
west a bit in a semi-circle to the right side of the right mound.
Continue the walk by heading north towards the small tree plantation. On the left hand side
of the stream there is a very distinct badger set and on the hill beyond you often see deer.
From this point on there is no path. In front of the tree plantation, there is a quarry,
platform, house footing and beyond the trees is a large limestone fank (5).
5 About 100m to
the north-east you can see another grey stone ruin - the ox barn (6).
6 Head to it. Another
hundred metres or so further on there is a round animal enclosure, called a stell (7).
7 Head
northwest uphill about 300 metres towards the ruin of Bad a Ghille Dubh (8)
8 on the closest
limestone outcrop in a grassy patch.
From here head north east towards the left most mountain onto the ridge, heading for the
high point. Before starting the climb you need to cross three streams. On the top head in the
direction of the tree plantation to the north and soon you will look down over Loch Awe.
Contour to your right when the loch is fully in view and you will see a very large chambered
cairn (9).
9
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Ledbeg Heritage Trail

Begin your walk from the car park

Continue in the direction of the mast on the far hill, staying up at this height and
contouring around the hill south east until the tree plantation you visited earlier comes into
view. Here is another chambered cairn, Carn Mandy 10 . Now head back to Ledbeg House,
if this is where you began, trying not to get your feet wet. Alternatively walk directly down
to the road on the north side of the bridge over the river. Just over the bridge on the left hand
side of the road are some quartzite stones, which are the remains of yet another neolithic
chambered cairn 11 . Complete the walk along the side of the road to the marble quarry
(and onto Ledbeg House if necessary).
Approximate length: 3 hours.
The quarry is the source of a highly prized marble. This highly valuable rock has been
quarried for centuries, and in certain conditions it is possible to see the traces of the old road
which was first constructed for transporting marble from the quarry, following the contour
west and north to Kylesku, to the north of the current road.
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stood is uncertain.
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Ledbeg House
Built in 1740, Ledbeg House is the oldest habitable
building in Assynt. When Thomas Pennant visited
Assynt in 1772 during his tour of the Highlands, he
stayed here and reported on the local people living
in abject poverty.

Ledbeg Lady/Badger Stone
The Badger Stone is a very large, horizontal slab of
stone (nicknamed after Bill Badger, the local
resident who discovered it). The stone has been
partly dug out to see if any indication can be found
of it being erected as a standing stone. If you stand
on its south side, the west end is suggestive of the
head, shoulders and chest of a woman, leading to its
other nickname, the Ledbeg Lady. Whether it ever

Chambered cairns

Both cairns on the top are totally ruined, but the
one on the right is the most impressive, particularly
for the choice of stone used in the construction of
the chambers. The big whitish stones are quartzite,
which presumably were carried down from the top
of the slope to the north west. Newly quarried they
would have been bright white and would have
sparkled in the candle- or lamp-light within the
chamber. You can see the remains of the chamber and a big triangular portal stone. It is tempting to
imagine how these must have looked when they were newly built, and imagine them as a tribute to
the huge double-breasted formation of the mountain of Cul Mor behind them - a fertility symbol if
ever there was one!
The complex geology of this area is interesting and clearly seen from this vantage. Look east towards
Loch Borralan, and rotate in a slow circle clockwise. To the south and west all the heathery ground
is Lewissian gneiss, the oldest rock in the area. Above it is quartzite and to the north the big grey
mountain of Craig Leath has clear quartzite screes. Between where you are standing and the quarry
to the north east is limestone, and behind it is a large domed hill, which is a pluton. This is a blob of
igneous rock that bulged up out of the earth's core, and along its edge it superheated the limestone
forming marble.
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Quarry, platform, house
and fank
The quarry is visible as a pile of stones, with signs of
drilling. The purpose of this quarry is unknown. A
substantial house ruin also remains here and beyond
the trees is a large limestone fank. This whole glen
was well-inhabited two hundred years ago, before it
was cleared of people to make way for sheep.
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Ox barn
The ox barn is a long building, about 20m in length,
and there is a distinct field boundary below. There is
speculation that this was a byre and field for the
oxen that Jobson kept for hauling marble in the
eighteenth century.

Stell
This stell may possibly be on the site of a much
earlier round house.

Bad a' Ghille Dubh
There is a footing of a small building, possibly a
cottar's house, on the outcrop, which is named after
a Gille Dubh, or black boy. As you walk on from
here, notice the drains dug in a period of attempted
improvement of the grazing land at some point late
in the 20th century.
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Big chambered cairn
When this massive chambered cairn was intact,
during the neolithic era, it must have been
spectacular. Again you can see clearly the quartzite
stones used as lintels or portal stones over the
entrance or passage on the northeast side (towards
the road). Below the cairn is a big enclosure that
may well be from the same period.

Carn Mandy
This chambered cairn is named after another local
discoverer. It is smaller and probably appreciably
more recent than the other cairn, possibly being
from the bronze age and containing the grave of a
single person.

Chambered cairn
There is another chambered cairn barely visible
behind Lyne Cottage above a grey rocky outcrop. In
this immediate area, more than 40 chambered
cairns have been discovered so far, making it clear
that six thousand years ago this area was a hub of
considerable activity, far different from today.
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Chambered Cairn (NC 24051450)
a shrine tumbles up from 5000 years or so ago
into this breezy secular present
stones offer a threshold
where dead and living crossover
a territory edge to wonder
where understanding might begin
**
trying to trick nature
to slough below the surface
asking if body-mind is divisible from spirit
I climb into the cairn
enter a portal
allow cogs to turn
I will re-emerge from this same tomb
a ghost from the future
in an ancient time
Were the dead known then?
Was then closer to now then?
Do these doors open?
Mandy Haggith
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- Cairn, by Miriam Kelly (2013).
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